Abstract

We describe an interpretation study on the effect of accentuation, eyebrow movement and context on the exhaustive interpretation of answers. Our material consists of video recordings of nine German speakers who read dialogues with embedded question-answer pairs in which the answer constituted the pragmatic focus of the utterance. For the dialogues we varied the context regarding (un)certainty and (non-)exhaustivity of the answer. The material was presented to 45 subjects, the focus interpretation was tested by presenting pictures showing the (non-)exhaustive reading. In the current analysis we concentrate on a coordination of two noun phrases functioning as focus constituents. When using the pictures showing the non-exhaustive reading, our data show that the influence of the audiovisual prosody is less evident than the contextual influence. Index Terms: audiovisual prosody, exhaustivity, focus

1. Introduction

In this paper we investigate to what extent accent type, eyebrow movement and context influence whether listeners prefer an exhaustive or a non-exhaustive interpretation of a focus utterance. Our study is motivated by methodological approaches from research on focus, experimental pragmatics and audiovisual prosody.1

1.1. Focus and exhaustivity of answers

Various focus phenomena can be found in natural language and also different terminology is used in the literature [e.g. 1, 2]. In languages like English, German or Dutch it can be observed that pitch accent correlates with new information in utterances, whereas old information is often deaccented. The relation between different focus types and different accent types has been discussed among others by [3]. The pragmatic focus usually applies to the constituent in the answer which corresponds to the interrogative pronoun in the question. In semantic-pragmatic focus theories [4, 5] it is assumed that in the context of such a question, pitch accent is correlated with focus. If the background question is interpreted as a mention-all question, the precondition for an exhaustive interpretation is given. Consider example 1 from [6: 526]. If the hearer of (1b) concludes that only John kissed Mary, she interprets the answer exhaustively.

(1a) Who kissed Mary?
(1b) [John]r+ kissed Mary.

1Many thanks to Till Krempel for helping us with the experimental set-up and to Kelly Rein for helpful comments on this paper.

Exhaustivity depends on the epistemic knowledge which is ascribed to the speaker by the hearer [7]. The findings of [2] suggest that not only accentuation affects the pragmatic focus interpretation, but also the context of the focus utterance. Clear effects of the syntactic structure of the focus constituent on exhaustivity have not been found in [2]. All in all, the role of different accent types for the interpretation of answers needs more investigation, and we hope to contribute to this by our paper.

1.2. Eyebrow movement and focus/prominence perception

With respect to the production side in [8] it is reported that contrasting focus in French can be marked by a raising of eyebrows. In accordance to that, other studies suggest that eyebrow movements can be used to perceive focus and prominence. According to [9] eyebrow movement can affect the perception of prominence. The results of [10] suggest that both pitch accent and eyebrow movement affect the perception of focus of attention, even though the impact of accent is stronger. In the current paper we are interested in the interpretation effects of focus indicators, not just in their perception.

1.3. Expression of uncertainty

Speakers use different cues for signalling and detecting uncertainty in communication. Rising intonation, delays, fillers and lexical cues were found as relevant cues [11, 12] as well as smiles and funny faces [13]. According to [14], with respect to English, a fall-rise intonation contributes to the assumption that the speaker is uncertain. For German it has been discussed whether a falling-slightly-rising contour can signal uncertainty [15].

1.4. Assumption

We assume that if the speaker – due to her epistemic knowledge – uses audiovisual cues of (un)certainty for the encoding of the focus utterance, the hearer uses this information for decoding the focus utterance. The hearer will assume that the speaker is (un)certain, and, thus, the interpretation should be biased towards (non-)exhaustivity.

2. Related work

In [16, 17] we tested the influence of intonation and context on the exhaustivity of answers. In general results show a preference for the exhaustive interpretation, but the context can bias the interpretation towards non-exhaustivity. The prosodic influence is weaker than expected. In our production study [18] we tested the audiovisual marking of pragmatic focus utterances. In the following we describe the material from that study since
3. Material from the production study

The material consists of six question-answer pairs embedded into different dialogues. The scenario is a fictitious party where different groups of students act differently. For every action, there is a question-answer pair. The focus exponent in the answer is either a noun phrase (NP) referring to one group of students (dialogue 1, 4 and 6) or a coordinated NP referring to two groups of students (dialogue 2, 3 and 5). We refer to one group by focus sentence with one NP and to two groups by focus sentence with a coordination of two NPs. In addition, two variants of context were generated. i) Variant I is intended to have a bias towards certainty and exhaustivity. After some conversational turns, a question follows which is congruent to the focus utterance (see 2a, b). No alternatives are given in the context. Further, a sentence indicating certainty about the answer follows (2c). ii) Variant II is characterized to have a bias towards uncertainty and non-exhaustivity. A “competing” discourse entity is introduced at the beginning of the dialogue (3a). A general question follows (3b) being attached to broad focus (3c). A sentence indicating uncertainty about the answer follows (3d). In this case further elements of the set of the alternatives are explicitly given.

(2a) Wer hat die Nachbarn durch lautes Lachen gestört? Who disturbed the neighbours by laughing loudly?
(2b) Die Mathematiker und Designerinnen haben die Nachbarn durch lautes Lachen gestört. [The mathematicians and designers] disturbed the neighbours by laughing loudly.
(2c) Das waren die Einzigen, da bin ich mir sicher. I am certain that they were the only ones.
(2d) Die Linguisten lachen überall... ...The linguists usually laugh...
(3b) Was ist passiert? What happened?
(3c) Die Mathematiker und Designerinnen haben die Nachbarn durch lautes Lachen gestört. [The mathematicians and designers disturbed the neighbours by laughing loudly.]
(3d) Könnte aber sein, dass die Geografinnen auch mitgelacht haben. It is possible that the geographers also laughed.

Nine German speakers were instructed to read the six dialogues. Each speaker read for three dialogues the contextual variant I and for the other three dialogues the contextual variant II. In total, there were 54 dialogues and 18 filler-dialogues; the two filler-dialogues per speaker were always the same.

We annotated the data with respect to type of pitch accent, occurrence of eyebrow and head movement (for a detailed description see [18]). L+H* was produced most frequently for the marking of the focus constituent, followed by H*, no accentuation and a few realizations of other accent types. Our data show a tendency that H* accompanied by a raising of eyebrows or head appeared more often for the contextual variant intended to be biased towards uncertainty and non-exhaustivity. We interpret this as a possible manifestation of the biological codes [19]: high pitch expresses uncertainty and continuation on the pragmatical level, whereas low pitch expresses certainty and finality. In a next step, the audio material from [18] was presented to subjects for testing the influence of different accent types and context variation on focus interpretation [20]. Our data suggest a significant influence of both context and prosody in general, but the contextual influence is more evident. In the current study we present the audiovisual material to subjects.

4. Interpretation study

4.1. Goal

The goal of this study is to test to what extent pitch accent, eyebrow movement and context affect the exhaustivity of answers.

4.2. Material for the current study

We used the material from [18], but removed the sentence indicating (un)certainty about the answer for each dialogue to avoid lexical effects of uncertainty on the recipients’ judgements.

4.3. Testing focus interpretation

For measuring focus interpretation we used pictures. From the subjects’ choice of a picture we inferred the preference of interpretation. This way, we are trying to avoid that the subjects’ linguistic awareness is directed to the phenomena tested here. For half of the dialogues (dialogue 2, 3 and 6) we used pictures showing the exhaustive reading, i.e., there was only the discourse entity performing the question under discussion illustrated in the picture. For the other half of the dialogues (dialogue 1, 4 and 5) pictures illustrating the non-exhaustive interpretation were presented, which means that other elements of the set of the alternatives were also illustrated here.

4.4. Hypothesis

Based on our previous studies [16, 17] we assume that the contextual variant II combined with H* and/or raised eyebrows (as prosodic indicators of uncertainty) for producing the focus constituent is biased towards non-exhaustivity. In contrast, we assume that the contextual variant I combined with L+H* for producing the focus utterance is biased towards exhaustivity.

4.5. Procedure

The audiovisual material was presented as an online experiment to 45 subjects, all of them students and German native speakers. Each subject watched the eight dialogues (6 dialogues + 2 filler-dialogues) produced by the same speaker. Thus, we have five subjects per speaker (5 x 9). After each dialogue was played, subjects had to judge on a 5-point Likert-Scale how well the picture suits the dialogue (1=very bad, 5=very good). The results were statistically analysed using the Wilcoxon Rank Sum Test; our level of significance was 5%.

5. Results

5.1. Results for focus sentences with one noun phrase

The results for dialogues with focus sentences with one NP (dialogue 1, 4 and 6) have already been described in [21]. We observed a contextual effect, but weaker than theoretically expected. Furthermore, there is a tendency that L+H* affects the focus interpretation in favour of exhaustivity. Influences of eyebrow movement barely occur. In the following we do a more fine-grained analysis of dialogues with focus sentences with a coordination of two noun phrases since we expect that a higher degree of freedom in the choice of prosodic realizations could bear more information as input to the interpretation.

We also performed a Kruskal Wallis Test on our data (p<0.01), but with this test it is not possible to test the influence of the different factors, i.e., by context and audiovisual prosody.
5.2. Results for focus sentences with a coordination of two noun phrases

For our current analysis we concentrate on the cases in which we have dialogues with a coordination of two NPs functioning as focus constituents (dialogue 2, 3 and 5). There are 27 dialogues (9 speakers x 3 dialogues). In diagrams A-D of figure 1 the medians are shown for different conditions. Picture exh+ refers to the picture showing the exhaustive reading, whereas picture exh- refers to the picture showing the non-exhaustive reading. Furthermore, context exh+ refers to contextual variant I, whereas context exh- refers to contextual variant II. In the cutlines’ 4-tuples <w,x,y,z>, w refers to the accent type of the first NP (L+H*, H*, L*+H or Acc- (no accentuation)), x refers to the eyebrow movement for the first NP (EF (eyebrows frown), ER (eyebrows raised), ER/F (eyebrows raised and then frown), E- (no eyebrow movement)), y refers to the accent type of the second NP (same values as w), and z refers to the eyebrow movement for the second NP (same values as x). Each bar represents 5 judgements with the following exceptions: i) diagram B, <H*, ER, Acc-, E->: 10 judgements, ii) diagram C: <L+H*, E-, L+H*, E->: 15 judgements; <L+H*, ER, Acc, E->: 10 judgements, and iii) diagram D, <L+H*, E-, H*, E->: 10 judgements; <L+H*, E-, L+H*, E->: 10 judgements.

Diagram A shows the medians when we present the picture exh+ combined with the context exh+. The recipients’ judgements do not differ significantly. When we use the picture exh+ combined with the context exh- (see diagram B) the statistical analysis again does not show significant differences between the judgements. Comparing the judgements for <L+H*, E-, H*, E-> combined with the picture exh+ & context exh+, we observe a marginal significant difference between the judgements (p<0.1). In this case, the context is varied and the accent types are also inverted on the two NPs. We infer that the context influences the exhaustivity as expected and possibly overrules the influence of the accent type.

In diagram C, the results are shown for the picture exh- combined with the context exh+. The statistical analysis shows significant differences (p<0.05) between the judgements for the following comparisons (the 4-tuple with the higher rating is listed first): a) <L+H*, ER, Acc, E-> vs. <L+H*, E, Acc, E->, b) <L+H*, ER, Acc, E-> vs. <L+H*, ER, L+H*, ER>, and c) <L+H*, ER, Acc, E-> vs. <L+H*, ER, ER, E->. We infer that in the case of a) and c), L+H* combined with the raising of eyebrows for producing the first NP affects the interpretation in favour of non-exhaustivity. On the other hand, we conclude for b) that the absence of both accentuation and eyebrow movement for the second NP has a greater impact on non-exhaustivity than L+H* combined with a raising of eyebrows. For the following comparisons our data show a difference between the judgements in a marginally significant way (p<0.1): d) <Acc, -E, Acc, E-> vs. <L+H*, E, Acc, E->, e) <Acc, E, Acc, E-> vs. <L+H*, E, Acc, Acc, E->, and f) <L+H*, ER, Acc, E-> vs. <L+H*, E, L+H*, E->. We conclude for d) and e) that the audiovisual prosody is judged as less adequate with respect to non-exhaustivity than the total absence of the audiovisual information. For f) we infer that L+H* combined with a raising of eyebrows for realizing the first NP and the absence of prosodic marking for the second NP is judged as more adequate than L+H* without eyebrow movement for

Figure 1: Recipients judgements for dialogues with focus sentences with two NPs (medians); ***: significant differences between judgements (p<0.05), *: marginally significant differences between judgements (p<0.1)
both NPs. When we present the picture exh- combined with the context exh- (see diagram D) our data do not show significant differences between the judgements.

Finally we compared the judgements presenting the picture exh- while varying the context. In the following cases we observe significant differences between the judgements (p<0.05): a) <Acc-ER/F,Acc-E-> combined with the picture exh- & context exh- is judged as more adequate than the picture exh- & context exh+ combined with g) <L+H*,E-,Acc-,E->, h) <L+H*,E-L,H+*,E->, i) <L+H*,ER,L,H+*,ER>, and j) <L+H*,EF,Acc-,E->. Here we infer that the context affects the interpretation in favour of non-exhaustivity, possibly combined with a raising and then frowning of eyebrows for producing the first NP. Furthermore significant effects (p<0.05) also occur for for the following cases: a) <L+H*,E-,Acc-,E-> combined with the picture exh- & context exh- is judged as more adequate than picture exh- & context exh+ combined with k) <L+H*,E-,Acc-,E->, l) <L+H*,ER,L,H+*,ER>, and m) <L+H*,EF,Acc-,E->. For k) we observe that the context influences the focus interpretation as expected. For l) and m) we infer that the context determines the non-exhaustive interpretation, the effect of the prosodic information is not clear. The following comparisons show a difference between the interpretations in a marginally significant way (p<0.1): a) <L+H*,EF,E-,E-> combined with the picture exh- & context exh- is judged more adequate than the picture exh- & context exh+ combined with n) <L+H*,E-,Acc-,E->, o) <L+H*,E-L,H+*,E->, p) <L+H*,ER,L,H+*,ER>, and q) <L+H*,EF,Acc-,E->. Here we infer that the context – possibly combined with H* for producing both NPs and accompanied by a frowning of eyebrows for producing the first NP – affects the non-exhaustive interpretation. Furthermore, a) <L+H*,E-,H+*,E-> combined with the picture exh- & context exh- is judged as more adequate than the picture exh- & context exh+ combined with r) <L+H*,E-,Acc-,E->, s) <L+H*,ER,L,H+*,ER> and t) <L+H*,EF,Acc-,E->. Here we can not observe clear effects of audiovisual prosody, the context possibly overrules the prosodic information. The recipients' judgements are also higher for a) <L+H*,E-,H+*,E-> combined with the picture exh- & context exh- in comparison to the picture exh- & context exh+ combined with u) <L+H*,E-,Acc-,E-> and v) <L+H*,EF,Acc-,E->. For u) and v) we infer that the context is the relevant factor for the interpretation whereas the audiovisual effect is not clear. Finally, a) <L+H*,E-,Acc-,E-> combined with the picture exh- & context exh- is judged more adequate than a) <L+H*,E-,H+*,E-> combined with the picture exh- & context exh+. Again, the context seems to affect the focus interpretation.

6. Conclusion

We presented an empirical study on the effect of accent type, eyebrow movement and context on the exhaustive interpretation of answers. Our focus utterances consisted of a coordination of two noun phrases and were embedded into short dialogues. For testing the focus interpretation, we used pictures showing the (non-)exhaustive reading. When we use the pictures showing the non-exhaustive reading our data suggest a significant influence of the context on exhaustivity. The effects of audiovisual prosody can be observed when the information illustrated in the picture and the information given by the context contradict to each other, but those effects are generally weak. Since we have several independent variables in our experiment the comparisons in our analysis are based on a limited number of recipients' judgements. This could explain why clear effects of audiovisual prosody can not be found. However, our data suggest that the utterance context plays a more important role than proposed in semantic-pragmatic theories [4, 5]. This observation is in line with the findings of [2].

In our future work, we would like to gain a higher amount of recipients' judgements. Furthermore, we would like to find a scenario where the production of the focus utterance can be controlled and where the speakers signal uncertainty as an expression of their own epistemic state at the same time. In a further step, this material could be given to listeners to test the effects on the focus interpretation.
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